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1.Abstact 

Acemap is an integrated academic search system with vivid 

data visualization, which is presented on website as four maps: A-

cademic map, Affiliation map, Topic map and Co-author map. Here 

inspired by the function of Topic map and the visualization of 3D-

Heat map, we come up with a new idea by constructing  a  new 

map that after one or two levels of matching, it originates  from 

just one point and it expands as the users click on whatever they 

like. Theoretically, the whole map has two parts: The Navigation-

Bar and the main Dynamic Map. The function of navigation is to 

make the search more targeted and play the role of ambiguous 

matching. Then it links to the dynamic map, which has two modes 

and three layers:  expand mode and explore mode for the detailed 

information, Author-Paper-Conference-Layers to visualize the data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2.Motivation 

2.1 Why dynamic? 

        The core is user-friendly. Sometimes visualization is a double-

edged sword. The scene is considerably magnificent and of great 

meaning, however when it comes to searching for details,  the 

visualization is somewhat disabled. Let us see Figure.1 and we will 

find it quite difficult to filter the useful information out. 

 
Figure.1 

 Secondly there comes the redundancy. For daily searching, 

we do not need so many irrelevant messages shown up. Direct 

way is somewhat more popular and accepted. Our design of new 

map gets rid of the waste information and uses navigation bar to 

catch the users’ eyes and make them easily accessible to desired 

details. Meanwhile the dynamic part is also from one point, which 

turns out to be elaborate.  

 Last but not least the relationship between data is of great 

significance to users.  Our design focuses on this and starts from 

three layers: author, paper and conference.  



2.2 How Dynamic? 

       Generally speaking, we perform our design into three stages. 

      First stage is navigation. We have two levels of matching here. 

For the first level, we present 10 hottest topic that extracted from 

topic map as shown in Figure.2 

 

Figure.2 

       Then the users find the desired topic and click it into the 

second level. Here we give the example of Computer Science in 

Figure.3 

 

Figure.3 

      These two matching give an ambiguous searching for the 

wanted information. After click the button again, we get into the 

map. If we cannot get the desired button we can also use the 

search box below.  



      In the design of map, we initially present it as 3 points as in 

Figure.4 . Then we can expand it or explore it as in Figure.5. The 

style is just like a spreading random net. 

  

 

 

 

           Figure.4        Figure.5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3.Navigation Bar Construction 

3.1 Use Guide  

        In index.html we can find the main page of navigation shown 

as Figure.6. The Background images are in the style of the sliding 

image which is extracted from four main maps’ background from 

the current acemap system, which interprets that our dynamic 

map is a cluster. It shows the whole image of the topic map and 

when we hover on the specific classification, the image below will 

turn to the 3D-heat map according to the topic the users choose. 

 

Figure.6 

This is the first level matching. If the user cannot find their 

desired topic on the buttons, they can also use the navigation box 

as another option. When we get into the second level matching, 



which is shown in Figure.7 (take mathematics as an example) and 

We will find the more specific classification of the main topic for 

users to choose. Once a button is chosen, the users will finally get 

into the main page of 3D dynamic map. 

 

Figure.7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3.2 Frame and code 

        Here we use the same frame as the main page of acemap: 

Bootstrap. It has a lot of JS and CSS styles for us to use  in an 

elaborate way. Below Figure.8 is the main part of the index.html 

      Others html files remain the same style. Totally there are 10 

html files for each topic and one index.html for hyper-linking. 

 

Figure.8 

       Here is the sliding background image part Figure.9 (we use 

the same java-script as the initial index of acemap) 

 

Figure.9 



4. 3D Dynamic Map 

4.1 Brief Rules 

        When we link to the main map from the navigation bar, we 

will notice that there are three points shown in the center of the 

container. Under the container lies four boxes and a button called 

‘reset’. The first three boxes represent the three layers that shown 

in the container and the users decide which to reveal or conceal. 

Obviously the button is to reset the choice to original style. The 

initial dynamic page is shown in Figure.10 in the following. 

       Here in order to have a good experience of viewing, we put 

the x,y,z axis and the whole block visible.  

 

Figure.10 

 

 

 



4.2 Expand mode 

        As mentioned above, the first three boxes is to choose which 

layers to be visible, the last box represents the mode we choose. 

Typically, we have two modes. Here comes the first mode: Expand. 

      Expand mode is to transform the original three points to large 

numbers of points. By just a click and the user will experience the 

net-like 3D spreading movement of the whole point. The more   

relevant the points are, the more closer the points will be shown . 

It can be called as a ambiguous cluster of points. Meanwhile The 

distribution of these points is randomly calculated. 

     Our expanding role is to select approximately the most relevant 

10 papers that have the most impact on the original one (like  

influenced by authors, citations and so on) The data is extracted 

from the database by our group. 

Here we give you an example of three-click expand mode in 

Figure.11. The related paper is listed under the container. 

 

Figure.11 



4.3 Explore Model 

      If the user choose the ‘explore’ button then the whole map 

will stop expanding and try to find the relationship between each 

other. If we click the point in the paper layer, the back-end will 

draw a line connected to the father paper (the father point). Also 

when we click the author layer’s point, it will connect with the 

author’s paper in paper layer and automatically draw many lines  

to connect all the points that is relevant to this paper in paper 

layer. 

     If you feel a little abstract, here comes the Figure.12 to give 

you a better understanding of the process. 

 

Figure.12 

 

 

 

 



4.4 Frame and code 

      We use D3.js to accomplish the data visualization and use the 

Highchart.js to accomplish the 3D model  (in Figure.13) When it 

comes to the process of adding lines , see Figure.14. 

 

Figure.13 

 

Figure.14 



5 Back-end and database 

This part is to extract datasets from our database using sql. 

Although our current design doesn’t use the data that extracted 

from the database and as an instead directly consults the data on 

database, we find it necessary to use it for faster speed and well 

fluency. Below three pictures show our work of extracting and we 

put the message on the console of the website.(Figure.15,16,17) 

                      Figure.15                                     Figure.16            

                                        

 Figure.17                                                   



6.Future work 

      We haven’t complete our work yet. The conference part is 

empty now and the dataset is not fully prepared,  which remains 

to be done. Also the connection between navigation bar and 3D 

dynamic map need more discussion. 

     In conclusion, this term we establish the dynamic map to 75%, 

and we feel pleased about what we have done. We will try our 

best to accomplish this work. 

              Dynamic map team 

             2015.5.17 


